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Weekend Races - Shallow waters in the East Siberian Sea : Hello Pioneers, Here are this weekend's races! Remember, if you
dont want to sail alone, you can look for a crew in the Multiplayer Forum , there are plenty of sailors looking for crew members
or boats to sail with.. Sailaway Update V.0.9.021 - A quick hot fix : Hello Pioneers, Following yesterdays update , heres a small
update to fix some issues not quite fixed in the last update plus some new additions.. Sailaway v1.1.03 : Hello Pioneers! We
have a new update for you all. Plenty of fixes and improvements here for you to jump on board with! When the boat runs
aground, it was teleported to some nearby position with sufficient depths that the server located for you. Now the boat keeps
track of its own positions and when you press "help me please" after you've run aground, the boat is teleported back in its
footsteps. When the camera was in orbit mode, changing the angle to look up from below the waves would not only limit the
camera to stay above the water, but also move the camera closer without zooming in. This is now fixed so the camera stays
above the waves but the distance to the boat doesn't change. When the camera is in orbit mode, the focus point can now be
moved with the WASD/arrow keys and by dragging the mouse while holding down the right mouse button. When the camera is
moved away from the boat, it will be detached from the boat and can then move around freely. The World edits are ordered on
publication date so that the terrain heights from the latest edit will overrule earlier edits for the same region. Only published
World edits are now applied. In the previous version published Word edits by other users + all your own world edits were
applied, but this was confusing. The 2 featured races that are shown in the main menu, will now also contain user-organized
races. Tall buildings were rendered behind the sky layer There were background processes that downloaded detailed maps, while
they could use an already downloaded low resolution map instead.. Sailaway Update 1.0.13 - Hotfix 1 : Hey Pioneers! Just a
quick update to fix a couple of small issues on the new hydrofoil 32' Offshore Racer. Full patch notes: Clicking both ends of the
main sheet on the hydrofoil 32' Offshore Racer will now have the same effect.. Sailaway Update v1.1.0 - Help shape the
Sailaway world! : Hey Pioneers, Get ready to set sail and create your own exciting new environments. Richard has been hard at
work on a new tool for Sailaway that will allow players to help refine the details of the Sailaway world. He wrote about some of
these challenges in more detail here: Todays update marks the initial release of this World Editing tool which can be
downloaded by any current Sailaway owner via this page: This tool not only allows players to edit height map data for the game
but it also allows new models to be added to the world for players to enjoy. Richard has written a blog about how the tool works
here: Update v1.1.0 Notes Sailaway World Editor is released. Allows user created world edits and additions to be shared with all
sailors. Improved the shader used for terrain. Maximum map resolution is now 4x as detailed as it was. Fixed a bug that stopped
nautical lights from being visible at longer distances. Fixed a bug in sector lights. Please note: All edits you make to the
Sailaway world affect all players, if accounts are found to be abusing this editor they will be blocked from using it in the future.
If you encounter any issues with this new editor please do let us know on supportsailawaysimulator.com so we can get them
addressed, this tool will get improved with feedback and time. We look forward to seeing the refinements players make to the
world for everyone to enjoy.. Weekend Races - The Howth Regatta Long Race : Hello Pioneers! Here are this weekend's races!
These races will appear in the main menu when you launch Sailaway. We're delighted to announce that this week's Long Race is
the Howth Regatta Long Race which is taking place this weekend in the Irish Sea. The Howth Yacht Club [hyc.ie] have also
been kind enough to let us use their official logo as the completion badge for this race! Remember, if you dont want to sail
alone, you can look for a crew in the Multiplayer Forum , there are plenty of sailors looking for crew members or boats to sail
with.. Community Races - Mini Fastnet by Sailaway Communaute Francophone : Bonjour Pioneers, The French Sailaway
community have been very busy and have organised a gruelling 6-day solo race kicking off this Sunday! This is a solo-only race
using the Mini Transat. To take part, players will need to register with Sailaway Communaute Francophone via their site and
join their discord group instructions of how to do so and more about this race can be found here [communaute-fr-
sail.forumactif.com] .
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